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A Two-Level Multicast Routing Strategy for Delay Tolerant Networks Tuan Le, Haik Kalantarian, Mario Gerla Dept. of Computer Science, UCLA Los Angeles, USA {tuanle, kalantarian, gerla}@cs.ucla.edu Abstract—Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs) are sparse mobile ad-hoc networks in which there is typically no complete path between the source and destination. Multicast is an important group communication paradigm that is required by many potential DTN applications, such as data dissemination during military and rescue operations. While multicasting has been studied extensively in the context of the Internet and Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETs), efficient multicasting in DTNs is a significantly different and challenging problem due to frequent partitions and intermittent connectivity among nodes. In this paper, we propose a two-level single-copy multicast routing strategy that optimizes both the computing resource usage and the delivery rate. Furthermore, our scheme minimizes the transmission cost by bundling multiple multicast receivers into a single copy of the data packet, and forwarding it to an encounter node that has high delivery probabilities to those multicast receivers. This dynamic tree branching technique allows routing paths to be efficiently shared among multicast destinations. Lastly, we propose new methods to compute one-hop and multihop delivery probabilities that are used in forwarder selection. Through extensive simulation studies using a real-world mobility trace, we show that our scheme achieves a high delivery ratio, low delay, and low (or comparable) transmission cost compared to other multicast strategies. Keywords—Delay Tolerant Networks; Multicast Routing; Social Contact Graph; Delivery Probability



I. I NTRODUCTION Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs) [1] are sparse mobile ad-hoc networks in which nodes connect with each other intermittently, and end-to-end communication paths are rarely available. There are many practical applications to DTNs, including wildlife tracking sensor networks [2], transportation monitoring systems such as peoplenet [3], ocean sensor networks [4], military networks [5], and vehicular ad-hoc networks [6]. To handle the sporadic connectivity of mobile nodes in DTNs, the store-carry-and-forward method is used. That is, messages are temporarily stored at a node until an appropriate communication opportunity arises. A key challenge in DTN routing is to determine the appropriate relay selection strategy in order to minimize the number of packet replicas in the network, and to expedite the data delivery process. Recently, there has been a growing interest in DTN multicast protocols that enable the distribution of data to multiple receivers, such as real-time traffic information reporting, diffusion of participatory sensor data or popular content 978-1-4673-7306-7/15/$31.00 c 2015 IEEE



(news, software patch, etc.) over multiple devices. Although multicasting can be implemented by sending a separate copy of data via DTN unicast to each multicast receiver, such an approach is inefficient and can consume lots of network resources. Furthermore, multicast approaches that are proposed for the Internet or well-connected MANETs cannot be directly applied to DTN environments due to frequent partitions and intermittent connectivity among nodes. Thus, we are motivated to develop an efficient multicast routing scheme for DTNs. In this paper, we propose a novel Two-Level Multicast Routing (TLMR) strategy. Our scheme is based on the single copy model in which there is at most one copy of the data packet for each multicast destination in the network. We focus on reducing the transmission cost by bundling as many multicast receivers as possible into a single copy, and forwarding it to an encounter node with high delivery probabilities to those multicast receivers. This allows routing paths to be efficiently shared among multiple destinations. At the same time, we optimize both the delivery rate and computing resource by alternating between using the one-hop delivery probability (which is less accurate, but can be quickly computed) and multi-hop delivery probability (which is more accurate, but takes a longer time to compute) in forwarder selection. The paper makes the following contributions: •



•



•



•



We design a low-cost single-copy multicast routing protocol that generates a multicast tree branch dynamically at a contact, based on the delivery probabilities between the encounter node and multicast receivers. We propose a two-level relay selection technique that achieves a balance between the delivery rate and computing overhead. We introduce a social-tie metric that more reliably captures the direct (one-hop) delivery probability between a pair of nodes. We present a novel method of computing the multi-hop delivery probability over the most probable path in the social contact graph.



The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related work. Section III describes the multicast routing protocol in detail. Section IV presents the experimental results. Section V concludes the paper.



II. R ELATED W ORK In this section, we review existing works on multicasting in MANETs, as well as unicast and multicast protocols for DTNs. A. Multicasting in MANETs Much work has been done regarding network architectures and algorithms for multicast routing and forwarding in MANETs [7], [8]. In general, there are two types of multicast routing protocols in MANETs: tree-based and mesh-based. In tree-based schemes, there exists only a single path between a source-receiver pair, whereas in mesh-based schemes, there may be multiple paths. Thus, mesh-based schemes are more robust compared to tree-based schemes. Examples of tree-based schemes are Multicast Open Shortest Path First (MOSPF) [9], Protocol Independent Multicast (PIM) [10], Distance Vector Multicast Routing Protocol (DVMRP) [11], Multicast Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (MAODV) [12], and Core Based Trees (CBT) [13]. Examples of meshbased schemes include On-Demand Multicast Routing Protocol (ODMRP) [14] and Forwarding Group Multicast Protocol (FGMP) [15]. Tree-based schemes are further classified into source-tree-based [9], [10], [11], [12] and shared-tree-based [13]. In source-tree-based multicast protocols, the tree is rooted at the source, and each source has its own separate tree. In shared-tree-based protocols, a single tree is shared by all the sources within the multicast group, and is rooted at a core node. Compared to source-tree-based protocols, sharedtree-based protocols are more scalable, but less reliable due to the single point of failure caused by the core node. B. Unicasting in DTNs Many unicast routing schemes have been proposed for DTNs. Research on packet forwarding in DTNs originates from Epidemic routing [16], which floods the entire network. Spray and Wait [17] is another flooding scheme but with a limited number of copies. Recent studies develop relay selection techniques to approach the performance of Epidemic routing with a lower forwarding cost. Many schemes compute the delivery probability from the encounter node to the destination before deciding whether to forward data. PROPHET [18] uses the past history of encounter events to predict the probability of future encounters. LeBrun et al. [19] use location information of nodes to forward data closer to the destination. Leguay et al. [20] observe that people that have similar mobility patterns are more likely to meet each other. Hence, they propose to forward data to nodes that have mobility patterns similar to the mobility pattern of the destination. Zhao et al. [21] take a different approach by utilizing a set of special nodes called message ferries (such as unmanned aerial vehicles or ground vehicles with short range radios) to help provide communication service for other nodes through the controlled non-random movements of the ferries. Since node mobility patterns are highly volatile and hard to control, attempts at exploiting stable social network structure for data forwarding have emerged. In [22], nodes are ranked



using weighted social information. Messages are forwarded to the most popular nodes (highly-ranked nodes) given that popular nodes are more likely to meet other nodes in the network. The explicit friendships are used to build the social relationships based on their personal communications. SimBetTS [23] uses egocentric betweenness centrality and social similarity to forward messages toward the node with the highest centrality, to increase the possibility of finding the optimal carrier to the final destination. BubbleRap [24] combines the observed hierarchy of centrality and observed community structure with explicit labels to select the best forwarding nodes. The centrality value for each node is pre-computed using unlimited flooding. SMART [25] exploits a distributed community partitioning algorithm to divide the DTN into smaller communities. For intra-community routing, SMART uses a utility function that combines both social similarity and social centrality for relay selection. For inter-community routing, SMART chooses nodes that move frequently across communities as relays. C. Multicasting in DTNs Multicast for DTNs has recently drawn considerable attention. Zhao et al. [26] proposed a set of semantic models to unambiguously describe multicast in the context of DTNs. They incorporated various knowledge oracles such as contact and membership into four classes of DTN routing algorithms: unicast, broadcast, tree, and group. Ye et al. [27] proposed on-demand situation-aware multicast (OS-multicast) in which a node dynamically maintains a multicast tree rooted at itself to all the receivers using local knowledge of the network topology. Xi and Chuah [28] proposed an encounter-based multicast routing scheme (EBMR), which uses the encounter history based on PROPHET DTN unicast routing [18] to disseminate a packet to the neighbors, each of which has the highest delivery predictability (within two hops) to one of the multicast receivers. In [29], the throughput and delay scaling properties of multicasting in DTNs are discussed, and mobility-assisted routing is used to improve the throughput bound of wireless multicast. In [30], multicast in DTNs is considered from the social network perspective, and the social network concepts such as centrality and social community are exploited to minimize the multicast cost in terms of the number of relays used. In [31], remote communication is used to assist guaranteed multicast delivery in DTNs. The problem of optimizing the remote communication cost is formalized as the demand cover problem, which is solved using a graphindexing-based solution. Unlike prior works that select relay nodes to multicast receivers based on either direct encounter probability or two-hop accumulated relay probability, and thus have a limited local view in forwarder selection, we consider both short and long routing paths (two or more hops) to gain better forwarding opportunities. The two-level forwarder selection presented in this paper combines the benefits of a low computing overhead over short routing paths and a high delivery ratio over long (but most probable) routing paths. Furthermore, we develop



a novel social-tie strength metric to more reliably capture the direct delivery probability between a pair of nodes. III. P ROTOCOL D ESIGN In this section, we first describe the computation of the social-tie metric that is used to predict the direct (one-hop) delivery probability between nodes. We then outline a protocol for nodes to build and exchange social-tie knowledge, which enables nodes to establish a network-wide social contact graph. Subsequently, we discuss how the multi-hop delivery probability is computed. Lastly, we present the complete multicast routing protocol in detail. A. Social Tie Computation In sociological terms, social tie describes an interpersonal connection by way of friendship or acquaintance. There are many tie strength indicators: frequency, intimacy/closeness, longevity, reciprocity, recency, multiple social context, and mutual confiding (trust) [23]. Among them, the most widely used heuristics in socially-aware networking applications are the recency and frequency of encounters [32]. Two nodes are said to have a strong tie if they have met frequently in the recent past. We compute the social tie between two nodes using the history of encounter events. How much each encounter event contributes to the social-tie value is determined by a weighing function F (x), where x is the time span from the encounter event to the current time. Assume that the system time is represented by an integer, and is based on n encounter events of node i. Then, the social-tie value of node i’s relationship with node j at the current time tbase , denoted by Ri (j), is computed as: Ri (j) =
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where F (x) is a weighing function, {tj1 , tj2 , · · · , tjn } are the encounter times when node i met node j, and tj1 < tj2 < · · · < tjn  tbase . As an example, suppose node i met node j at times 1, 3, and 5, and that the current time (tbase ) is 10. Then, node i’s social-tie relationship with node j at tbase , denoted by Ri (j), is computed as: Ri (j) = F (10
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= F (9) + F (7) + F (5) The weighing function F (x) essentially reflects the influence of the recency and frequency of encounter events. In order to give more weight to more recent encounter events, F (x) should be a monotonically non-increasing function. A class of functions that satisfy this condition is F (x) = ( z1 ) x , where z 2 and 0   1. The control parameter allows a trade-off between recency and frequency in contributing to the social-tie value. As approaches 0, frequency contributes more than recency. On the other hand, as approaches 1, recency has higher weight than frequency. The social-tie value is solely determined by frequency when = 0, and by recency



when = 1. Following [33], we set z = 2 and = e 4 , which have previously been shown to achieve a good tradeoff between recency and frequency. B. Social Knowledge Formation In order to make an informed forwarding decision, a node needs to obtain network-wide knowledge of social-tie strength between any node pairs. This knowledge is contributed by both local observation and knowledge exchange. 1) Local observation: Upon each encounter event, a node records the encounter node ID and the timestamp of the encounter event, and stores it in the encounter table. Periodically, social-tie values between the current node and its direct encounters are re-computed using Equation 1, where the input comes from the history of encounter events stored in the encounter table. In addition, each node maintains a social -tie-table, where each row has the following format: hpeerX, peerY, social -tie-value, timestampi



Through local observation, peerX is always the current node ID. P eerY is the encounter node ID. T imestamp is the time at which the social-tie value between peerX and peerY is computed. It is the tbase variable in Equation 1. As we will see next, timestamp plays an important role in knowledge exchange among nodes. 2) Knowledge exchange: Nodes, especially those that are not socially active, tend to have limited knowledge of the social network through local observation (i.e., through direct contacts with other nodes). To gain knowledge of nodes that have never met, during the encounter period, nodes can exchange and merge their local observations in the form of a social -tie-table. In the event of a merge conflict (i.e., when there are two entries with the same peerIDs), we keep the entry with the latest timestamp. Through this process, a node can learn the social-tie values between almost any pair of nodes in the network. C. Multi-Hop Delivery Probability Computation The delivery probability P (i, j) represents the likelihood that a data item buffered at node i will be delivered to node j, either through direct contact or through a sequence of two or more relays. We propose to compute the delivery probability based on the social contact graph constructed from the local social-tie table. In the social-tie table, each unique peerID represents a graph node, and each pair of peerIDs (or row) represents an undirected edge between two graph nodes. Assume there are n entries in the social-tie table. Then, the edge weight wk (i, j) of the k th entry is defined as the meeting probability between two nodes i and j relative to other pairs of nodes in the social-tie table, and is computed as: social -tie-valuerow -k wk (i, j) = Pn (2) k=1 social -tie-valuerow -k Pn where i and j are unique peerIDs, and k=1 wk = 1. Note that we normalize the social-tie values between 0 and 1 by dividing each social-tie value by the summation of
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Fig. 1. An example of node S’s social-tie table and its corresponding social contact graph.



all the values in the table. The normalized social-tie values represent the edge weights in the social contact graph. As an example, Fig. 1 shows the social-tie table of node S after meeting and merging node A’s social-tie table, and the resulting social contact graph with the edge weights properly computed using Equation 2. For simplicity, the fourth column for the timestamp is not shown, and the social-tie values are in the form of integers. In a graph, two nodes can be connected by many different paths. However, as described in the next subsection, our multicast scheme is based on the single-copy model in which each network node can replicate and forward at most one copy of the data packet per multicast destination. This means that only one path is used for routing between the source node and a multicast receiver. This motivates us to compute the delivery probability through the most probable path between a pair of nodes. Given a P AT Hk (i, j) between two nodes i and j, the delivery probability over the k th path can be computed as: Pk (i, j) =
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One way to compute the delivery probability over the most probable path is to find all the paths between i and j, compute the delivery probability through each path, and then select the maximum value. Suppose there are n paths between i and j. Then, the delivery probability through the most probable path Q(i, j) can be computed as: Q(i, j) = max {Pk (i, j), 1  k  n}
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However, this approach is computationally infeasible as finding all the paths between two nodes on an undirected graph is NP-hard. This can be proven as follows: It is shown in [34] that finding the longest path between two graph nodes in an undirected graph is NP-hard. Suppose that we could find all the paths between two nodes in polynomial time. Then, by sorting the results in polynomial time, we could find the longest path, also in polynomial time. This contradiction shows that finding all the paths between two graph nodes is NP-hard. Alternatively, we propose to transform the problem of finding a path where the product of edge weights is maximized, into the problem of finding a path where the sum of edge weights is minimized. Note that the two problems are
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A polynomial-time algorithm such as Dijkstra’s algorithm can then be used to find the least-cost path (which is the most probable path) and the corresponding delivery probability over that path. Note that the edge weights need to be transformed by negating the log values of the current edge weights. As an example, consider again the contact graph in Fig. 1. Suppose that S’s objective is to deliver a data item to E. Thus, upon meeting A, S is interested in computing the delivery probability from A to E. S, in turn, runs Dijkstra’s algorithm using the log-transformed edge weights (not shown on the graph). The resulting least-cost path is P AT HA!D!E with the cost (summation of logs) = ( log 2/15) + ( log 3/15) = 1.574. Note that the cost of P AT HA!B!D!E is ( log 1/15) + ( log 4/15) + ( log 3/15) = 2.449. The delivery probability is the product of non-transformed edge weights on P AT HA!D!E , which is 2/15 ⇥ 3/15 = 0.0267. For comparison, the product of non-transformed edge weights on P AT HA!B!D!E is 1/15 ⇥ 4/15 ⇥ 3/15 = 0.0036 < 0.0267. This confirms that our approach correctly identifies the most probable path and computes the delivery probability over that path. D. Multicast Routing Strategy We consider a single-copy model in which, at any point in time, there is at most one copy of the data packet per multicast destination in the network. Furthermore, copies that are intended for different destinations can be scattered at different nodes. Suppose that there are D multicast receivers. Our key idea for multicast routing is to have the source node S delegate a subset Q ✓ D to an encounter node E subject to the following forwarding constraint: 8x 2 Q, P (E, x) > (1 + ) · P (S, x)



(5)



where P (i, j) is the delivery probability from node i to node j, and > 0 (set in our experiments as 0.3) is used to avoid replicating to an encounter node with a too similar delivery probability. Subsequently, each intermediate node follows the same strategy on a smaller subset, until the multicast data is delivered to all multicast members. For example, in Fig. 2, at time t1 , S encounters two nodes n1 and n3 . After exchanging and merging social-tie tables, S computes the delivery probabilities from n1 and n3 to the multicast members. S then finds that n1 has a higher delivery probability to D1 than itself, and n3 has a higher delivery probability to D2 , D3 , and D4 than itself. Thus, S creates two copies of the packet. One copy is sent to n1 with a header that includes D1 in the final destination set. The other copy is sent to n3 with a header that
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Fig. 2. An example of our multicast {D1 , D2 , D3 , D4 } form a multicast group.
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includes D2 , D3 , and D4 in the final destination set. To obey the single-copy model, S removes D1 , D2 , D3 , and D4 out of its destination set. Since the destination set at S becomes empty, S removes the data from its caching buffer. At time t2 , n1 meets n2 , and n3 meets D2 and n4 . Since n2 has a higher delivery probability to D1 than n1 , n1 forwards its only copy to n2 . Similarly, n3 duplicates two copies, one with a header that includes D2 and D3 to be sent to D2 , and the other with a header that includes D4 to be sent to n4 . At time t3 , direct transmissions are performed upon meeting multicast members, ignoring the delivery probability comparison step. Next, we propose a two-level strategy for electing a subset of multicast members to be forwarded to an encounter node. Both levels correspond to different ways of computing the delivery probability. In the first level, we use the direct (one-hop) delivery probability, which can be inferred from the social-tie strength between a pair of nodes. Typically, a higher social-tie strength implies a higher delivery probability between two nodes. Thus, we replace P (i, j) with Ri (j) in the forwarding constraint, where Ri (j) is the social-tie strength between i and j as defined in Equation 1. The benefit of using Ri (j) is that it can be computed quickly, with little overhead. However, Ri (j) may not be the best indicator for the delivery probability toward a final destination, as it only considers a one-hop relay, which has a very limited local view. For example, if the current node A and its encounter node B have not met any multicast member dx , then RA (dx ) = 0, and RB (dx ) = 0. Consequently, A cannot determine whether B is a good relay, even though B may often meet other nodes that have high delivery probabilities to multicast destinations. To resolve this issue, we propose a second-level strategy that uses the multi-hop delivery probability (as computed in Subsection III-C) for forwarder selection. The multi-hop delivery probability takes into account a broader view of the network, thus allowing a node to make a more informed forwarding decision. Considering again our previous example, using the multi-hop delivery probability, A will see that B can reach intermediate nodes that have strong connections to multicast members. Thus, A will choose B as a relay node, which is a desired behavior. However, the computation of the multi-hop delivery probability is non-trivial (for example, in the order of O(|E| + |V |log|V |) if using Dijkstra’s algorithm, where |V | is the



Pseudocode 1: A two-level multicast routing strategy foreach encounteri do foreach dj 2 data.destSet do if socialT ie(encounteri , dj ) > (1 + ) ⇥ socialT ie(current, dj ) then dataCopyi .addT oDestSet(dj ) data.removeF romDestSet(dj ) if dataCopyi .destSet 6= N U LL then current.send(dataCopyi , encounteri ) else Q pickLRandomN odes(data.destSet) foreach dj 2 Q do if compM ultihopP rob(encounteri , dj ) > (1 + ) ⇥ compM ultihopP rob(current, dj ) then dataCopyi .addT oDestSet(dj ) data.removeF romDestSet(dj ) if dataCopyi .destSet 6= N U LL then current.send(dataCopyi , encounteri ) if data.destSet = N U LL then current.remove(data)



number of vertices and |E| is the number of edges). Thus, it is not practical to apply this multi-hop delivery probability computation to all multicast members if the multicast group size is large. Instead, at the second level, we propose to perform only L multi-hop delivery probability computations, where the L multicast destinations are chosen randomly from the multicast group. Typically, the choice of L depends on the computing resource of a mobile node. In our experiments, we set L = 5. Pseudocode 1 summarizes our multicast routing strategy. When a node must deliver a packet to L or fewer destinations, the second-level forwarding strategy is exclusively used (not shown in the pseudocode). Otherwise, a two-level strategy is used: routing is initially achieved using the first level, switching to the second-level strategy when no multicast members satisfy the forwarding constraint. IV. P ERFORMANCE E VALUATION In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed TLMR scheme in a packet-level simulation, using a real-world mobility trace. We first describe the simulation setup, followed by the metrics used and the results. A. Simulation Setup We implement the proposed routing protocol using the NS3.19 network simulator. DTN nodes advertise Hello messages every 100ms. We adopt the IEEE 802.11g wireless channel model and the PHY/MAC parameters as listed in Table I. To obtain meaningful results, we use the real-life mobility trace of San Francisco’s taxi cabs [35]. This data set consists of GPS coordinates of 483 cabs, collected over a period of three consecutive weeks. For our studies, we select an NS3 compatible trace file from downtown San Francisco (area dimensions: 5,700m x 6,600m) with 116 cabs, tracked over a period of one hour [36]. The broadcast range of each vehicle is fixed to 300m, which is typical in a vehicular ad
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Fig. 3. Performance comparison of various multicast routing strategies on the San Francisco cab trace. TABLE I. SIMULATION PARAMETERS Parameter RxNoiseFigure TxPowerLevels TxPowerStart/TxPowerEnd m channelStartingFrequency TxGain/RxGain EnergyDetectionThreshold CcaModelThreshold RTSThreshold CWMin CWMax ShortEntryLimit LongEntryLimit SlotTime SIFS



Value 7 1 12.5 dBm 2407 MHz 1.0 -74.5 dBm -77.5 dBm 0B 15 1023 7 7 20 µs 20 µs



hoc network (VANET) setting [37]. In our experiments, we randomly set one of the 116 nodes as the source, and choose other nodes as multicast destinations. We vary the number of destinations from 2 to 30. The source node transmits a data packet of size 1MB after 1,000 seconds of the warming-up period. Each simulation has a length of one hour. For statistical convergence, we repeat each simulation 20 times. We evaluate TLMR against two existing DTN multicast routing schemes: single-copy EBMR [28] and multiple-copy Epidemic routing [16]. EBMR performs tree branching dynamically in a manner similar to our level-1 routing strategy. However, it is based on PROPHET DTN unicast routing [38], which considers the delivery probability to multicast receivers within two hops. Epidemic routing is a flooding-based protocol. The multicast implementation of Epidemic routing creates a copy of the data, bundles all multicast destinations into the copy, and forwards the packet to the encounter node. Epidemic routing typically has the highest delivery ratio and lowest delay, but also has the highest delivery cost. B. Evaluation Metrics We use the following metrics for evaluation: • Delivery ratio: the proportion of destinations that receive the data item out of the total number of intended destinations. • Average delay: the average interval of time required for a multicast destination to receive the data item.



•



Average cost: the average number of relays required for a multicast destination to receive the data item.



C. Comparative Results Fig. 3 shows the performance of Epidemic, EBMR, and our proposed TLMR scheme. The delivery ratio is compared in Fig. 3a. As expected, Epidemic has the highest delivery ratio. By using a flooding method, Epidemic has a higher chance to successfully deliver a data item to hard-to-reach destinations compared to other multicast approaches. TLMR outperforms EBMR by about 7% on average. Clearly, TLMR’s second-level relay selection strategy that considers multi-hop forwarding opportunities, allows the data item to take a highly probable path to reach the destination before the simulation ends, thus improving the delivery ratio. Furthermore, we note that the delivery ratio fluctuates as we vary the number of receivers. This is because multicast destinations are selected randomly during each simulation. Some destinations are very difficult to reach within the simulation time, even using a flooding-based strategy such as Epidemic routing. Thus, the selection of more remote destinations in a particular run will lower the delivery ratios of all three schemes compared to other runs. In terms of the average delay as shown in Fig. 3b, Epidemic has the smallest average delay as a result of its floodingbased approach. TLMR has a lower delay than EBMR because TLMR’s forwarding policy considers long routing paths that may generate faster routes to multicast destinations. Due to random selections of multicast receivers for each run, and because some destinations take a longer time to reach than the others, it is expected to see the delay fluctuates as the multicast group size is varied. Lastly, average cost is compared in Fig. 3c. Epidemic has the highest cost as it floods the packet to every network node. TLMR has a slightly higher cost than EBMR because TLMR considers using long but fast paths for multicast routing. However, TLMR has a higher delivery ratio and lower average delay. V. C ONCLUSION In this paper, we have proposed the design of a DTN multicast routing strategy that achieves a balance between
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